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Foreword to the autobiography of Azar Baksh 
 

In this autobiography i show the long way down of a boy gifted with a heart (that 
somehow didn’t disappear, become veiled or overpowered upon entering this world) into the 
world of form, the world of Woman. I show how difficult it is for a boy – and, then, for a man 
– to approach and reach Woman when he stays faithful to his heart, not to mention reaching 
Woman’s Heart. The long way Down is a reflection of Woman’s Call for Something Beyond 
Herself, Her Call upon the Man of the Heart to Wholly See and Feel Her and Let Her Return 
(in)to His Heart, Her Call to not leave Her alone on this seemingly cold earth, in this world of 
Form where Her Heart so easily becomes petrified. 

 
I should say, let’s hope that i don’t hurt the feelings of anyone who recognizes him or 

herself playing a small or bigger part in this autobiography. But, of course, this hope is not 
realistic. Anyway, since it is not my intention at all to put individual people in the rot, anyone 
nor anything, i changed the names of the people involved, but not the truth – provided that not 
only Consciousness with its overview but also my long term memory is still functioning 
properly. As far as i am concerned, the possible hurting happened earlier, when, in whatever 
way, the Truth and above all the Heart Itself had been violated – and not when i write about it 
and publish something of it. 

I realize that a few women especially who play a part in this book will – as they prefer 
to – have a different view on things from how i describe them. When a man and a woman 
part, their consciousness that when they were still together seemed (more or almost or even 
completely) one, diverges too. Yet, i’m convinced that when these few women would succeed 
in being honest with themselves, they will have a hard time finding something untrue in the 
book. It will be my comment on events especially that will cause some (or a lot of) 
discomfort. The way i comment may seem to be an individual (or even gender-biased) 
interpretation of situations; it stems however from a Seeing into the Heavenly and Earthly 
Reality that has become available due to a Deep Surrender into Woman’s world, into Her 
Duality. It is true that, as Man, i don’t choose one side of this Duality, as Woman Herself 
does. This position of Selflessness provides the context in which i, in principle, can describe 
things neutrally, not choosing sides, not for myself, not for an other, not for Man, not for 
Woman. That Woman judges (one side of) Herself – and that She will project this on me 
when she reads certain parts – is something completely different. 

Let’s be Clear about it: it’s not so that everybody has their own version of truth and all 
these different versions are just as true and valuable. There is Only One Truth, not many. Any 
perspective of (a) self, will distort or veil the Truth. As soon as someone has an interest (to 
defend) one can safely forget about it that this person will speak or know the truth. 
Surrendering into the Opposite Sex, giving up on one’s own ‘position’ paves the way for 
Selflessly Seeing the Truth. In general, people’s (hidden) interests are related to having the 
best prospect for getting something or (the supposedly best or most) examples of the opposite 
sex. Without Surrendering this interest in(to) the Lap of Truth one cannot See (Clearly). 
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With this book i like to provide a support for all those people who have a serious pull 
to live a truthful life, a life lead by their Heart instead of (by the usual division between) their 
minds and their lower instincts. I like to show the Oneness of daily ordinary life and a Deeper 
Reality, call it Truth, the Oneness of Woman’s world of Form and Man’s Formless World. I 
may not seem to be an ordinary man and in that sense not suited for showing this Oneness, 
but all what is human is in me. What is rather exceptional is that i Am, ‘my’ Heart is, 
everywhere, in all the Spheres of Life, on all the Levels or Planes of Consciousness, since ‘i’, 
the Heart, doesn’t choose any part of life above other ones. There is no attachment to 
anything. I don’t want myself – and therefore you neither – to go anywhere, in any direction, 
even though i could not help but Follow Nature’s Tendency to Incarnate the Heart as the 
Human Body. This nature makes any form of (subtle) manipulation impossible, since there is 
nowhere to go anyway. This book is not meant for any (hidden) part of ‘your’ Ego. You 
won’t ‘improve’ from this book, even though it is not unlikely that when reading it something 
happens in your consciousness which, in turn, may well have its consequences for your life 
one way or another. 

Whether this may be so or not, also such a possible change is not my goal. I need to 
share the Truth anyway. That’s part of what i’m doing here on earth: Showing the Truth, not 
the old ‘separate truth’ as (especially) men of old have shared as spiritual teacher of sorts, the 
seemingly male truth, but the One Truth That Wholly includes Woman, the One as Two, the 
Truth as Man and Woman. 


